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Poseidon-PRO Waterproof Drone User Manual

Thank you very much for choosing this quality product and we hope you have many hours of enjoyment. If you 
would like more information than what is contained in this manual, please visit our official website www.idea-fly.
com/en/ or call our customer service staff. 

         This manual is subject to update or change without notice
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Disclaimer

Before using this product please ensure you read this operating manual carefully and completely.

Take care to strictly follow the instructions contained in this manual to setup and use this product, paying special 
attention to the warnings and safety precautions to avoid personal injury or injury to others.

Once you have used this product, it will be deemed that you have fully understood and accepted the 
contents of this manual. In the event of improper setup and/or use of this product, Ideafly will not accept any 
liability for any damages or compensation.

Safety Precautions

This quadcopter can be extremely dangerous and could cause personal injury. Be careful when flying and 
operating it. Please follow the contents of this manual and comply with your relevant local laws and regulations 
when flying.

          Before each flight, please ensure that all parts of the aircraft are properly installed and that the order of 
rotation of the four motors are in accordance with the rotation sequence in this manual. The aircraft will not be 
able to fly and/or may cause damage to the aircraft if the ‘propellers’ are installed incorrectly. 

         The lithium batteries should be removed from the aircraft after each flight. When not in use, the lithium 
batteries should be placed in a fireproof pouch or container and stored in a cool environment to avoid accidents. 
Keep out of reach of children and pets.

         We strongly recommend you use a flight simulator to practice flying first. When flying, please fly in open 
areas and not indoors, and ensure you fully understand the aircrafts different flight modes. 

            When flying in GPS mode, should you find that the aircraft is flying unstably or uncontrollably, please switch 
the flight mode to attitude mode to regain full control of the aircraft to avoid accidents.

When flying in GPS mode, please make sure that the GPS has 3D positioning (GPS 3D positioning is 
confirmed when red LED status light flashes 6 or more times). After the GPS 3D has confirmed position and 
the motor is unlocked, the aircraft will record the current position as the return point. When the return mode is 
activated, the drone will fly back to the return point and land automatically. 

Pay attention to distinguish the front and back of the drone by the red marks on the 2 arms of the quadcopter 
representing the front.
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Propeller Safety 

The Poseidon PRO uses carbon fibre as the composition material for the propellers, providing great strength and 
it also improves the flight characteristics of the drone. The carbon fibre composition material used is very hard 
and can cause significant injury to persons or animals – please always be aware and keep clear of the spinning 
blades. 

When updating firmware for the flight controller, make sure the propellers are removed from the aircraft to prevent 
injury to you and others. 

Prior to any flight, carefully inspect all propellers. If a propeller is damaged (Even slightly damaged) - replace the 
propeller immediately. Do not attempt to fly the aircraft with a damaged propeller as this can cause the aircrafts 
stability to deteriorate or become unmanageable, resulting in the potential loss of the drone and/or causing 
personal injury. 

Make sure that all propellers are installed in the correct order as per the manual’s instructions. 
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Features

High Level Dust/Waterproof Rating 
• Poseidon-PRO has been constructed utilizing anti corrosive materials 
• Poseidon-PRO has been engineered to a very high IP67 Dust and Waterproof rating. IP stands for Ingress 

Protection – 6 is the solid ingress protection rating and 7 is the liquid ingress protection rating 
• Poseidon-Pro’s motors, bait release mechanism and camera are all waterproof and made from anti corrosive 

materials

High Rated Wind Capability
The size and power of Poseidon-Pro enables greater wind tolerance with Beaufort force Level F5 - Typical 
Maximum - 17 -21 knots and Beaufort force Level F6 - Wind Gusts to 22-27 knots – Peak.

Real Time HD Video Streaming
Poseidon Pro comes with a 720P HD waterproof camera, delivering real-time digital transmission straight to your 
mobile or tablet, and the Poseidon Pro APP supports both IOS and Android operating systems.You can also take 
video and photos directly to your phone or tablet via the App.

Long Flight and Fast Battery Recharge Times
The Poseidon-PRO has a standard high-capacity, 22.2v high-performance 7300 mAh 6S LiPo battery that 
guarantees an unloaded flight time of 32 minutes and a recharge time of only 110mins at 5A charger setting.
 
Excellent Impact Resistance 
Unlike a lot of our competitors that use ABS plastic to construct their Drones outer shell, we utilise an engineered 
PP Plastic. ABS plastic is quite hard and rigid, whereas engineered PP plastic is malleable and absorbs shocks 
rather than cracking – similar to a car bumper.

Night Light
Poseidon-Pro is equipped with a night light - taking drone fishing and flying to new heights.

Powerful Drive System
Poseidon-PRO’s power system comprises of 4 x 4008 high thrust waterproof brushless motors, 1355 carbon 
fibre self-locking propellers and a 40A ESC.

Large Load Carrying Capacity
The brute power and strength of the Poseidon-Pro provides an extremely stable flight experience with a very high 
load carrying capacity up to 1.5kg.
 
DJI Performance Flight Controller
Poseidon-PRO’s built-in high-performance DJI NAZA-M-V2 multi-rotor flight controller provides high stability 
and extremely reliable flight. A variety of flight modes are available to meet your diverse flight requirements. 
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Key Functions
• One Key Auto Landing
• One Button Return To Home
• Auto Return When Loss of Signal
• Low Battery Alarm
• GPS Altitude Hold and Hover
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Component List

Poseidon-PRO Waterproof Aircraft (including bait clasp and camera) x 1

10-Channel 2.4GHz Digital Remote Controller 

100W Smart Balance Charger

1355 Quick Release Self-Locking Propeller x 4

6S 7300mAh 22V lithium polymer battery x1

App and Instructions - USB x1

Paper manual x1

Carry Case

Battery Charge Display

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

Different contents configurations may apply, please refer to the actual configuration list 
at the time of purchase.

DOWNLOAD SOFTWARE
Download the IDFTECH App to your Android or iPhone mobile or tablet, the App can be downloaded 
from App Store or Android Store.  

What’s in the box

A
B

C

D
E

F

G

H

H

I

I
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Remote Controller

The remote controller has been pre-set by the factory and has been specifically coded to your drone. Please do 
not adjust or modify the settings on the remote control, including the fine-tuning buttons as this may result in the 
drone and remote not being paired, causing the drone/remote to not work. 

Flight mode switch (SWB)

Gimbal reservation mode

Intelligent direction (SWC)

Bait clasp (Caster) (SWD)

Throttle/direction Aileron/lift

Power on/off

Switch Position Function Switch Position Function
Up

Middle
Down

SWB SWC
GPS mode

Attitude mode
Return mode

Up
Middle
Down

Off
Navigation lock

Return point lock

Remote switch description:
SWB: Flight mode switch SWC: IOC switch (Intelligence Direction Control)

Note: All dial switches must be dialed to the top, otherwise the remote control with display a warning.

Pay attention to distinguish the front and back of the drone by the red marks on the 2 arms of representing the front.

Remote Controller Battery Installation

If after turning the remote controller on you hear a sound like dripping, this indicates that the battery voltage is too low, 
please replace the remote-control batteries immediately.

Always turn the remote control on before you connect the battery or turn on the quadcopter, and likewise when shutting down 
- remove the quadcopter’s battery or turn off the quadcopter before you turn the remote controller off.

Remove the battery cover on the back of the remote controller and insert the 
4 (AA) batteries into the battery compartment. Pay special attention to the 
polarity of the batteries, then install the battery compartment cover. Before 
turning on the remote controller ensure all switches are in their default state 
(All dial switches must be dialed to the top).
Once switches are in their correct location power on the remote controller and the remote controller battery 
indicator will display the battery levels. The Drone battery levels are not displayed on the remote controller and 
are displayed on the APP via mobile phone or tablet.

The picture of the remote control below is the left-hand throttle setup
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Assembly

Propeller Installation

Make sure the remote controller and aircraft is turned off

Install the correct propeller onto the Poseidon-Pro aircraft as shown below;

Propeller with silver cap installed in 
position of 1 & 3

Propeller with black cap installed in 
position of 2 & 4

Pay attention to distinguish the front and back of the drone by the red marks on the 2 arms of the quadcopter 

representing the front.

Landing Gear Fitment

Locate the 4 mounting holes locate underneath the aircraft. Fitment is 
easy, simply insert the carbon fiber tubes into the holes and push in firmly.

Installation of Quadcopter Battery

1. Remove the lid simply by removing the 6 fastener bolts and lift the lid off and turn the remote controller on.
2. Ensure the rocker switch located on the top of the quadcopter is in the off position ‘O’.
3. Plug the battery into the plug located inside the quadcopter and insert the battery into the aircraft
4. Replace the lid making sure the arrow on top of the lid is pointing to the front of the quadcopter and fix in 

place with the 6 fastener bolts. Ensure the bolts are tight but do not over tighten. Pay special attention to 
the 2 middle fastener bolts ‘they will have a collar – the other 4 end screws do not. 

5. Turn the rocker switch to the on position ‘-‘, At this stage the remote controller should sync with the 
quadcopter and display on the LCD. The Drone battery Level indicator is displayed on the App not the 
remote Controller.

FRONT
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Quadcopter

It is recommended that you read this chapter carefully and follow the steps in this section for the correct 
installation of components and to prepare for the Poseidon-PRO before flight. Improper installation may cause 
the Poseidon-PRO to malfunction and cause damage to the aircraft or injury.

Clockwise rotation

Anticlockwise rotation Clockwise rotation

Anticlockwise rotation

FRONT

Please familiarize yourself and understand the various components on your aircraft, including the steering of the 
quadcopter, the layout of the aircraft before and after, and the description of each interface.

Pay attention to distinguish the head and tail of the drone by the red mark on the arm of the quadcopter

Bait Clasp/Release Mechanism 

1. Turn on the remote controller and ensure that the SWD 
switch is in the top position

2. Turn on the power of the aircraft
3. Turn the SWD switch to the bottom - the dispenser will 

open
4. Turn the SWD switch to the top - the dispenser will close

1

2

3

4

Battery Charger Procedure

1. Connect the charger to the main power and connect the battery to the charger.
2. Using the arrow button <> select the following parameters and press enter after each selection.

Charging Method B A L A N C E
Charging Current 5A setting for 7300mAh standard battery
   Number of Cells 22.2V (6S)
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Never continue to fly the quadcopter once the Low battery warning is 
indicated – continued use at low battery levels could result in over discharge 
and result in battery cell damage.

The lithium batteries should be removed from the aircraft after each 
flight. When not in use the lithium batteries should be placed in a fireproof 
pouch or container and stored in a cool environment to avoid accidents.

Starting and Stopping Motors

Pushing the throttle directly does not start the motor. You first need to turn the control mode switch (SWB) to 
the attitude mode position, keep the drone stationary for 7 seconds and then start or stop the motor according 
to any one of the following four images below.

1. In the attitude mode/GPS mode, if the throttle is not pushed to move more than 10% after starting the 
motor, the remote controller will automatically enter the landing mode and will automatically stop after 
about 3 seconds.

2. Execute the above action to stop the motor and power off the aircraft 

Never attempt the above actions while quadcopter is in flight.

Cooling  Fan

Battery Sockets

Temp. Sensor
Balance Sockets

PC Link
DC Output 5V 2.1A

LCD Screen

3. Once all of the parameters are input, Press and HOLD the ENTER 
Button down until the Charger makes a confirmation sound and 
displays ‘CONFIRM’ – Please ENTER again to confirm and the 
battery will commence charging.

Once the battery is fully charged the charger will automatically stop 
charging and make a confirmation sound – please disconnect the 
battery.

Battery Charge Display
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Selecting Flight Modes

1. GPS attitude mode (the SWB switch in the top position)

a. Always select areas without high-rise building and stay away from strong magnetic environments such as 
car parks and power poles

b. Turn the remote control on and then the drone
c. Select the (SWB) switch to the top position
d. The LED red light flashes into the search star status and wait for the LED red light to flash 6 times. When 

the red light stops flashing the GPS is enabled and successfully positioned
e. In this mode the aricraft will hold position in hover mode when joysticks are returned to central position

When flying in GPS mode, should you find that the aircraft is flying unstably or uncontrollably, please switch the flight mode 
to attitude mode to regain full control of the aircraft to avoid accidents. Return aircraft and re calibrate compass.

2. Attitude mode (SWB switch in the middle position)

When the remote-control switch mode (SWB) switch is set to the attitude stabilization mode position, the 
stick is unlocked, and the throttle midpoint is taken up. due to the advanced algorithm of DJI NAZA-M-V2 
flight control. In indoor or windless environment, it is easy to hover or to set a high manoeuvring flight without 
controlling the throttle stick.

When the flight control ‘attitude’ stabilization mode is enabled, the GPS module provides no assistance.

3. Return mode (SWB switch in the bottom)

DJI NAZA-M-V2 flight control pre-flight master controller finding 6 or more satellites (red flashing one time 
or not flash) 10 seconds later, when the motor is started for the first time, the main controller will record 
this position as the return point. If the aircraft is more than 10 meters away from home, the aircraft will 
automatically rise to 20 meters and return.

4. Intelligent Direction Control Mode (SWC-IDC Switch)

If you turn on the IDC function, be sure to know the flight forward (heading locked flight) and the return point 
(the return point locked flight).

There are two methods, automatic recording and manual recording for recording the forward and return points 
of the flight - one of them can be used. When the heading/return point is recorded, the LED is successfully 
recorded with a flashing green light.

When manually recording the forward and return points, do not switch between closing and return point lock, which may 

cause the heading lock to be re-recorded.
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LED Indicators

Always turn the remote controller on first, then turn on the Poseidon-Pro power.

Do not shake the Poseidon Pro when the system is initializing, once initialized the LED indicator will display the 
following light sequence.
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Compass Calibration

When calibrating, please make sure that the surrounding area is relatively empty, away from strong magnetic 
environments like high-voltage lines, parking lots with underground concrete steel bars and building areas.

Do not carry magnetic items with you when calibrating, such as keys, mobile phones, etc

Be sure to calibrate the compass when you fly for the first time or if you are changing to a new flight area.

If there is a circling or hovering instability whilst in GPS hover mode, please stop immediately and refer to the above 
requirements for the environment to recalibrate the compass.

1. Turn the remote controller on
2. Quickly switch back and forth between the GPS mode and return mode of SWB switch for about 5-9 times 

until the LED indicator on the aircraft remains yellow.

3. Horizontal calibration 
Hold the quadcopter Horizontally and rotate 360° anti-clockwise until the LED indicator displays a solid 
green light.

Horizontal Calibration
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If the calibration is successful, the calibration mode will automatically exit, and the LED indicator light will flash 
normally, however if the calibration fails a red light will flash. At this point, switch the control mode again to 
cancel the current calibration state, and recalibrate from the third step.

Vertical Calibration

4. Vertical calibration
Make sure the front of the aircraft is pointed downwards and rotate the aircraft 360° anti-clockwise until the 
green LED indicator light turns off, the calibration is completed.
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Quadcopter Control Operation

Quadcopter action
Mark the front throttle
Control quadcopter
Rise and fall

Remote controller instruction

mode 1 mode 2

Right hand is throttle left hand is throttle

Control aircraft
forward and backward

mode 1 mode 2

Right hand is throttle left hand is throttle

The aileron control the 
flight to the left/right

Remote controller instruction

mode 1/mode2

the direction axis 
controls the left/right 
rotation of mode 1/mode2
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Care and Maintenance

Even if you did not land the quadcopter in water, salty air and spray can cause corrosive actions. After flight 
remove the propellers and submerge each motor momentarily in fresh warm water. Thoroughly rinse the 
quadcopter off with fresh water and dry. Where possible clean drone directly after use or within 2 hours.

Remove Quadcopter battery and place in fire proof pouch or container and store in a cool environment.

After use, carefully inspect all propellers. If a propeller is damaged (Even slightly damaged) - replace the 
propeller immediately. Do not attempt to fly the aircraft with a damaged propeller as this can cause the aircrafts 
stability to deteriorate or become unmanageable, resulting in the potential loss of the drone and/or causing 
personal injury.

Poseidon-Pro Technical Specifications

AIRCRAFT

Dust/Waterproof Rating   IP67 – Surface Buoyant

Dimensions     Axis Diameter 480mm

Drone Weight Including Battery  2.3 kg

Max Flight Weight    3.8 kg

Max Payload Capacity    1.5 kg

Wind Rating - Typical    Beaufort Force Level F5 - Typical Max - 17 -21 knots

Wind Rating - Peak    Beaufort Force Level F6 - Wind Gusts to 22-27 knots 

Working Temperature Range:   -100℃ to 500C

Housing/Bait Release and Camera  Engineered Plastic, Corrosion Resistant Materials 

Motor      4008 Brushless/Waterproof 

Landing Gear     Carbon Fibre

Propeller     1355 Carbon Fibre - Quick Release Self-Locking

Max Flight Range (Unobstructed)  Set by default to 400m (Flight Radius can be changed via the 

      NAZA-M v2 Client on PC to Max 900m)

Max Flight Altitude     Set by default to 120m (Flight Altitude can be changed via the 

      NAZA-M v2 Client on PC to Max 1500m)

Max Horizontal Flight Speed    10 m/s℃

Max Flight Time * No Load   32min

Max Load With Standard Battery  1.5kg
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Hover Precision℃ (GPS mode)℃      Vertical direction℃         ±0.8m

      Horizontal direction℃    ±2.5m

Max Tail Rudder Angular Velocity Tilt Angle 200°/s

Max Tilt Angle      35°

Max Ascent speed    6m/s 35°

Max Descent Speed    4.5m/s

Max Wind Speed    8 m/s

BAIT RELEASE AND CAMERA   

Bait Release Mechanism    Waterproof and made from corrosion resistant materials

Camera     Waterproof 720p HD FPV Camera

FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM

Make/Model     DJI-NAZA-M-v2

(Operating system requirements)  Windows XP sp3 / Windows 7 / Windows 8
      Support iPhone Bluetooth 

DJI NAZA-M-v2 Software   DJI NAZA-M-v2 PC

Positioning Satellite    Dual Satellites - GPS/GLONSS

ESC      40A

REMOTE CONTROLLER

Model      Flysky I6S – 10 Channels

Channels     10

Battery requirements    4 X (AA)

Operating Frequency     2.4055-2.475Ghz

Max signal distance    900m

Max HD camera signal effective distance  850M

STANDARD BATTERY (6S/7300mAh 22.2V 25C Lipo)

Capacity     7300mAh

Voltage      22.2 V

Charging current    5A

Battery Type     Lipo 6S

Battery Weight     650 g

Operating Temp     -100℃ to 50℃0C

Max Charging power    100W
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BATTERY CHARGER

Type      100W Smart Balance Charger LiPo  

Battery Charge Time 7300mAh  5A setting 110 Minutes
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